
CENTERLIFT+ 970
Cabinet lift for kitchen island
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Centerlift+ 970
Cabinet lift for kitchen island

1) The motors are built into the kitchen island and are completely invisible.

2)  The stable foot plates provide a steady base for the lift system. 

3)  The plinth is fitted to the base plate using the attachment brackets supplied. 

4)  Heavy-duty steel tubing provides a stable base for the cabinets. 

5)  The work surface can be combined as needed. The hob and sink unit can be integrated.

6)  Movement gaps under the cabinets are covered by a roller shutter, (accessory).

With CENTER LIFT+ you can create a kitchen island where you can set a working height that is fully customised to suit your height. 

The lift consists of two powerful motors that are integral with a powerful steel frame. The cabinets and worktop are mounted on the 
frame. The motors are integrated into the cover plates. If the kitchen island is fitted with a sink, water supply and drainage are con-
nected using flexible hoses. 

500 kg

1.8 cm/sec.

30.0 cm 
10.0 to 40.0 cm (Floor to top of frame)



Centerlift+ 970

The kitchen island is infinitely variable to a suitable working height. Side-mounted motors provide a large lift capacity and a long travel length. 
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CONSTRUCTION Centerlift+ 970

1)    The attachment brackets are screwed in the cabinet side. 

2)    A spacer is fitted. (Screwed from behind, through the attachment brackets)

3)    The cover side is fitted using the supplied mounting clips.  
(The clips make it possible to easily remove the cover side in order to access 
the motor after installation)

4)    The control unit is placed inside the openable cover side. 

5)    Plinth standing on the floor is screwed in using the supplied 
attachment brackets. 

6)    Roller shutter as concealing panel under cabinets.  
(Mounted on the inside of the plinth standing on the floor).






